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Origin of the charge gap in LaMnPO
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We present high temperature inelastic neutron scattering and magnetic susceptibility measurements of

the antiferromagnetic insulator LaMnPO that are consistent with the presence of two-dimensional magnetic

correlations up to a temperature Tmax ≈ 700 K ≫ TN = 375 K, the Néel temperature. Optical transmission

measurements show the T = 300 K direct charge gap � = 1 eV has decreased only marginally by 500 K and

suggest it decreases by only 10% at Tmax. Density functional theory and dynamical mean-field theory calculations

reproduce a direct charge gap in paramagnetic LaMnPO only when a strong Hund’s coupling JH = 0.9 eV is

included, as well as on-site Hubbard U = 8 eV. Our results show that LaMnPO is a Mott-Hund’s insulator, in

which the charge gap is rather insensitive to antiferromagnetic exchange coupling.
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The metal-insulator transition in correlated electron sys-
tems, where electron states transform from itinerant to local-
ized, has long been one of the central themes of condensed
matter physics [1]. In a prototypical Mott transition [2],
increasing the ratio U/t of the on-site Hubbard U to the
kinetic hopping t leads to the enhancement of the effective
mass of initially itinerant electrons and to spin fluctuations
that can drive magnetic order. When U/t surpasses a critical
value, the electrons become spatially localized and a metal-
insulator transition (MIT) occurs, driven by the formation of a
charge gap. Often, the localized electrons are moment bearing,
and magnetic order accompanies the MIT. Thus, electronic
localization transitions often involve two different instabilities:
magnetic order, involving spontaneous symmetry breaking,
and a metal-insulator transition that connects an electronic
structure with a nonzero density of states at the Fermi surface
to an electronic structure with a charge gap.

Recently, Mn-pnictide compounds have received
widespread attention because they are magnetic insulators
[3–5] as are the parent compounds of the cuprate high
temperature superconductors (HTSCs) [6] while adopting the
same crystal structures as the metallic parent compounds of
the Fe-based HTSC [7,8]. Suppressing the magnetic order and
driving an insulating Mn-pnictide across a MIT could lead
to a more correlated version of their Fe-based counterparts,
where even higher temperature superconductivity may be
observed [5,9,10]. However, superconductivity has yet to be
observed in a Mn-based compound. Unlike the cuprates, the
multiorbital character of the Fe and Mn-pnictides calls for a
full description of the MIT that includes not only the Hubbard
U, but also the Hund’s interaction JH and possibly Heisenberg
exchange interaction J . In these systems, antiferromagnetic
(AF) correlations can stabilize an insulating state when the
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spin flip energy ∝J is comparable to the charge gap � [11].
In addition, long range AF order alone can stabilize a gap
in a Slater insulator, which would then vanish at TN [12].
The importance of these interactions has been established
in the metallic Fe-pnictides [13], but so far their impact on
the isostructural and insulating Mn compounds is not well
understood.

Previous measurements show that LaMnPO can be driven
through a MIT using pressure but not doping. Ambient
pressure LaMnPO is an insulator with � = 1 eV [14].
Checkerboard AF order is found below the Néel temperature
TN = 375 K with a T → 0 K ordered moment of 3.2μB/Mn,
much reduced from the high spin value of 5μB/Mn predicted
by Hund’s rules. The low value of the ordered moment,
coupled with significant valence fluctuations detected in x-
ray absorption measurements and also in density functional
theory plus dynamical mean-field theory (DFT + DMFT)
calculations, suggests that ambient pressure LaMnPO is near
a MIT [5]. However, doping 28% fluorine into LaMnPO had
a minimal effect on the charge gap and ordered moment and
no other suitable dopant has been identified [14]. In contrast,
pressure drives a MIT in LaMnPO at 20 GPa, followed by
AF order collapse at ≈30 GPa [15]. This separation of charge
and magnetic instabilities in pressurized LaMnPO adds new
urgency to uncovering the origin of the charge gap and its
relationship to magnetic order.

We present here experimental and theoretical evidence that
together clarifies the relative importance of the Hubbard U,
Hund’s JH , and Heisenberg J for stabilizing the charge gap
� in LaMnPO. Our inelastic neutron scattering (INS) mea-
surements determine the nearest and next-nearest exchange
interactions J1,2, which are much smaller than �. LaMnPO is
found to be a quasi-two-dimensional (2D) AF with magnetic
correlations persisting to ≈700 K, far above TN = 375 K.
Optical measurements indicate that � has decreased by only
10% at ≈700 K, where magnetic correlations have vanished,
compared to its value deep in the AF phase T ≪ TN . This is
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evidence that J1,2 play only a minimal role in setting the size of
� in LaMnPO. DFT + DMFT calculations show instead that
a large JH as well as U are required to reproduce the charge
gap observed in both the AF and paramagnetic (PM) states.
The Mn-pnictide LaMnPO is thus a Mott-Hund’s insulator,
analogous to the Hund’s metal from which superconductivity
emerges in the Fe-pnictides.

INS at T > TN = 375 K was carried out with a fixed final
energy of 14.7 meV on the BT-7 triple axis spectrometer at
the NIST Center for Neutron Research on 13 g of powder
prepared by a solid state reaction [16,17]. INS at T = 5 K
was performed with an incident energy of 250 meV, with
the Fermi 2 chopper set to 600 Hz and the T0 chopper
set to 120 Hz, at the SEQUIOA time of flight spectrometer
at the Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory [18]. Infrared transmission measurements were
carried out on single crystals of LaMnPO grown from NaCl-
KCl flux [14] using a Bruker Vertex v/70 Fourier transform
infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer coupled to a high temperature
sample stage. Magnetic susceptibility measurements were
performed from 1.8 to 300 K on a collection of single crystals
coaligned along the c axis using a Quantum Design magnetic
property measurement system and from 300 to 1000 K on
a powder sample using the vibrating sample magnetometer
option of a Quantum Design physical property measurement
system.

The electronic structure of LaMnPO was determined using
DFT + DMFT [19,20] which is based on the full-potential
linear augmented plane wave method implemented in WIEN2K

[21], with the generalized gradient approximation to the
exchange-correlation functional [22]. We use the experimen-
tally determined crystal structure [23]. The convergence of
the calculations with respect to number of k points, charge
density, total energy, Fermi level, and self-energy reached a
similar level to previous publications [5,13].

INS provides a detailed picture of the development of the
AF correlations above TN . Figure 1(a) presents the wave-
vector q dependence of the scattered neutron intensity S(q)
for T > TN = 375 K and energy transfer E = 5 meV. S(q)
exhibits two overlapping peaks centered at the AF ordering
wave vectors q100 ≈ 1.6 Å−1 and q101 ≈ 1.75 Å−1, and we
ascribe this enhanced scattering to AF spin correlations. We fit

S(q) with the sum of two Lorentzian functions
∑2

i=1
Ai

(q−qi )2+Ŵ2

and a linear background, convoluted with the instrumental
resolution function that was always narrower than the observed
scattering [24]. Here, i indexes the q100,101 peaks, Ŵ is the
width of the peaks, and Ai is a constant. The spin correlation
length ξ = 1/aŴ, in units of the lattice parameter a = 4.054 Å,
decreases with increasing temperature for energy transfers
E = 5, 10, and 15 meV and ξ → a at Tmax ≈ 700 K [inset
of Fig. 1(a)]. The onset of a Curie-Weiss susceptibility χ ∝

1/T is also observed when the short range AF correlations
vanish [Fig. 1(b)]. The measured χ (T ) is as expected for
a quasi-2D Heisenberg AF, where for TN < T < Tmax short
ranged correlations within the Mn planes are present, while
only above Tmax are the magnetic moments independent
[25–27]. Further, χ (T ) is featureless at TN and almost
temperature independent up to 700 K, setting the approximate
scale for the dominant exchange interaction J1 between Mn
moments.

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Wave-vector q dependence of the

scattered neutron intensity S(q,E) for constant energy transfer E =

5 meV at indicated temperatures T . Solid lines are fits as described

in the main text. Inset: T dependence of the spatial correlation length

ξ in units of the lattice constant a, for E = 5 meV ( ), 10 meV

(red ), and 15 meV (green ). (b) Magnetic susceptibility 〈χ〉 of a

collection of single crystals (red ) 〈χ〉 = 2/3(χab) + 1/3(χc), where

χab (green ) and χc (blue ) were measured with a 1 T field applied

in the ab plane and c plane, respectively. The magnetic susceptibility

at high temperatures was measured on a powder sample (red ).

Orbital susceptibility χorb = 1.7 × 10−4 mu/mol Mn is subtracted

from all data. Dashed lines indicate the Néel temperature TN and

mean-field ordering temperature Tmax. (c) The dynamic susceptibility

χ ′′(q,E) = S(q,E)[1 − exp(−E/kBT )] measured at 5 K. (d) E cuts

near the (100) AF zone center summed over the indicated ranges.

Solid lines are fits to the sum of two Lorentzians. Inset: �q, measured

relative to q100, for different E. The solid line is a theoretical

expression for ǫ(q) in the Ŵ-X direction, with SJ1 = 34 meV. Error

bars are smaller than points. (e) E cut near (210) averaged on the

interval 40–50 meV. The solid lines are the resolution-convoluted

intensities expected from a powder-averaged Heisenberg model for

SJ1 = 18 meV (black), 34 meV (blue), 48 meV (red). (f) Left:

Calculations of ǫ(q) along different directions in reciprocal space

for indicated values of J2/J1. Right: Comparison of the experimental

density of states (DOS) (green shaded area) to the powder average of

ǫ(q) for values of J2/J1 indicated. The low energy part of the DOS

is attributed to phonons.

J1 is determined from the dispersion of the spin waves
observed in INS measurements of LaMnPO at T = 5 K that
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are presented in a contour plot of the dynamic susceptibility
χ ′′(q,E) [Fig. 1(c)] which has also been corrected for the
magnetic form factor of Mn [28]. The most prominent features
of the magnetic scattering are the intense dispersive arches
centered near q100 = 1.6 Å−1 and q210 = 3.5 Å−1. These
arches merge near (q,E) = (3 Å−1,80 meV) to complete the
spin wave dispersion. E cuts presented in Fig. 1(d) allow
us to determine J1. Here we observe that q100 is flanked
by two peaks at q100 ± �q, which we fit with Lorentzian
functions to determine the spin wave dispersion E(�q),
plotted in the inset. The spin wave dispersion predicted
from the Heisenberg model of a checkerboard AF lattice is

ǫ(q) = 4SJ1

√

1 − cos2(qx
a
2
) cos2(qy

a
2
) [29], where S is the

total spin and qx,qy are the components of q in the ab plane.
Comparing the observed dispersion to this model, we restrict
our fits to energies greater than 7 meV in order to accommodate
the opening of a spin gap below TN . The model accounts
for the observed dispersion when SJ1 = 34 ± 4 meV [inset
of Fig. 1(d)]. Since our sample is polycrystalline, χ ′′(q,E)
may include significant contributions from spin waves that
originate in different magnetic zones. Figure 1(e) compares
χ ′′(q,E) near the q210 = 3.5 Å−1 AF zone center to the powder
averages of the theoretical dispersions for different values
of SJ1. The experimental data are also consistent with the
Heisenberg model for the same value of SJ1 = 34 meV.

Analysis of the total spin wave density of states (SWDOS)
shows that a full description by the Heisenberg model requires
the inclusion of a second neighbor interaction J2. Theoretical
spin wave dispersions along high symmetry directions in
reciprocal space are presented in Fig. 1(f) for values of J2/J1

ranging from 0.1 to 0.5. The corresponding powder averaged
SWDOS is compared to the observed DOS [Fig. 1(f)] and most
resembles the experimental results when 0.2 < J2/J1 < 0.4,
yielding SJ2 in the range 7–14 meV [29]. With these values
of exchange interactions, a mean-field ordering temperature
TMFT = 4(J1 − J2)S(S + 1)/(3kB) � 760 K is expected [30],
similar to the value of Tmax determined above.

Our analysis of the INS and magnetization data reveals that
J1,2 ≪ �. The ratio of the spin flip energy cost to the gap,
2S2J/� ≈ 0.1, implies a ≈10% reduction of � would occur
by T = 700 K, where short range AF correlations are no longer
present. On the other hand, if � → 0 at TN , it would identify
LaMnPO as a Slater insulator. Both questions can be addressed
by measuring the temperature dependence of �, using optical
transmission measurements T (ω) through a single crystal of
LaMnPO for temperatures up to 500 K. T (ω) is shown in the
inset to Fig. 2(a) at T = 295 and 500 K. With increasing ω, a
rapid decrease of T (ω) is observed, consistent with the onset of
absorption due to optical excitations across the energy gap �.
Figure 2(a) presents [log(T )/ω]2 for temperatures from 295 to
500 K, where � is extracted from linear fits [31]. � decreases
approximately linearly with increasing temperature [Fig. 2(b)],
by ≈5% between 300 and 500 K. Extrapolating these data
projects a 10% reduction in � by 700 K, where ξ → a, just as
predicted above. In addition, �(T ) is featureless at TN , show-
ing that LaMnPO is not a Slater insulator. Given that the ex-
change interaction plays a small role in gap formation, we turn
to electronic structure calculations to explain the origin of the
gap.

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) [log(transmission)/wave number]2 at

T = 295 K (black), 325 K (red), 350 K (green), 380 K (cyan), 425 K

(brown), 450 K (navy blue), 500 K (purple). Dashed lines are fits to

the 295 and 500 K data as described in the text. Inset: Transmission

data for 295 K (black) and 500 K (purple). (b) The temperature

dependence of the experimental direct gap � ( ), � in the AF and

PM states determined from DFT + DMFT calculations (green ), and

the experimental AF correlation length ξ .

The importance of correlations for the charge gap in
LaMnPO in the AF state have been previously emphasized [5].
Here, we present DFT + DMFT calculations of the electronic
structure of LaMnPO that show Hund’s coupling JH plays a
decisive role for the formation of a charge gap in the PM state,
even when long range magnetic order is no longer present. We
begin by presenting in Fig. 3(a) the calculated electronic struc-
ture along high symmetry directions in the PM state, using an
unreasonably large Hubbard U = 10 eV [32–34]. Here, LaM-
nPO is found to be a metal as there are bands crossing the Fermi
level, in direct contradiction to the measured gap � = 1 eV.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Density functional theory + dynamical

mean-field theory (DFT + DMFT) calculations of the band structure

of LaMnPO . (a) Paramagnetic (PM) state with Hubbard U = 10 eV

and Hund’s JH = 0 eV. (b) PM state with U = 8 eV and JH = 0.9 eV.

(c) Antiferromagnetic (AF) state with U = 8 eV and JH = 0.9 eV.

(d) Spectral function A(k,ω) at high symmetry points for the

calculations shown in (b) and (c). Triangles indicate the peak position

of A(k,ω).
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Thus, we can conclude that U is not solely responsible for the
charge gap, and LaMnPO cannot be considered a conventional
Mott-Hubbard insulator.

Recently, it has been established that JH is important for
the correlations in multiorbital transition metal systems such
as the Fe-pnictides [13,34–37]. The first of Hund’s empirical
rules is that energy is minimized for a maximum spin S on
an isolated atom. For Mn2+ ions Hund’s rule fills all five 3d

orbitals with parallel spins to maximize S. This results in
a significant energy cost in hopping between atoms as any
doubly occupied orbitals would reduce S. Consequently, it has
been emphasized that JH stabilizes the gap at half filling, i.e.,
d5 Mn, and reduces the gap for other fillings [38].

The role of Hund’s coupling is highlighted in Fig. 3(b),
which presents a DFT + DMFT calculation in the PM state
that includes both JH = 0.9 eV, along with a more realistic
value of U = 8 eV [33]. The inclusion of JH shifts the bands
away from the Fermi level, opening a gap. PM LaMnPO has
evolved, by including Hund’s coupling, from a moderately
correlated metal [U = 10 eV, JH = 0: Fig. 3(a)] to a bona fide
insulator [U = 8 eV, JH = 0.9 eV: Fig. 3(b)].

Does the presence of AF order significantly affect the
magnitude of the gap? Figure 3(c) presents a DFT + DMFT
calculation of LaMnPO in the AF state for the same U = 8 eV,
JH = 0.9 eV (a similar calculation was previously reported but
for U = 6 eV, JH = 0.9 eV [5]). Energy cuts from Figs. 3(b)
and 3(c) of the spectral function A(k,ω) at high symmetry
points are presented in Fig. 3(d). The direct charge gaps,
defined from the maxima of A(k,ω), are calculated to be
rather insensitive to AF order and are in good agreement
with the experimental values [Fig. 2(b)], showing that � is
well accounted for when JH is considered as well as U . The
indirect gap is defined from the conduction band minimum at
M to the valence band maximum at Ŵ [Fig. 3(d)]. While the
indirect gap has decreased substantially from 0.74 ± 0.05 eV
in the AF state to 0.4 ± 0.05 eV in the PM state, it is still
much larger than the activation gap of 0.1 eV found in
resistivity measurements [14], suggesting that the conduction
in LaMnPO is still dominated by in-gap states in the PM
phase.

We have presented a combined experimental and theoretical
study of LaMnPO which shows that exchange coupling J plays
a minimal role in determining the charge gap �. The argument
rests on three observations. First, there is only a 10 % reduction

in � between TN and the mean-field temperature, where AF
correlations vanish. Second, J sets the scale for the fraction
of � that can vanish for T ≫ TN and we fit the spin waves
detected in inelastic neutron scattering measurements to the
Heisenberg model to show that J ≪ �. Finally, electronic
structure calculations show that � persists in the absence of
AF order, prompting our identification of LaMnPO as a Mott-
Hund’s insulator.

Although LaMnPO shares the insulating AF ground state
of the cuprates, its multiorbital nature and the strong Hund’s
coupling JH associated with its half-filled Mn d shell establish
that it is a more strongly correlated and thus insulating
version of the metallic Fe-based pnictides. Substantial charge
fluctuations are observed in LaMnPO relative to the d5 (Mn2+)
state [5], and high pressures drive the transition to a metallic
state, followed at higher pressures by the collapse of AF
order [15]. This strong d5 character, where JH adds to the
on-site Coulomb interaction U , is likely to dominate well
into the metallic state, making LaMnPO substantially more
correlated than isostructural LaFeAsO, where the effective
interaction Ueff = U − JH [38]. So far, superconductivity
is yet to be observed in pressurized LaMnPO or related
Mn-pnictide compounds. While it may be tempting to ascribe
this to overly strong electronic correlations, it is possible that
LaMnPO, as the cuprates, requires doping as well as pressure
to drive superconductivity. Often the highest superconducting
transition temperatures require metallization accompanied by
the collapse of AF order. Despite the multiorbital character
associated with Hund’s coupling, these conditions have been
met in other Mott-Hund’s insulators [39]. It is possible that
the identification of a suitable dopant, perhaps combined
with pressure, may yet cause these two instabilities to occur
simultaneously in LaMnPO, opening the door to another
family of unconventional superconductors.
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